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About This Game

Space Wars is an exciting high action 2D space shooter developed in the Unity 3D engine. It is exciting in the classical sense
with power-ups, high-scores, scrolling backgrounds, and tons of enemy ships. Features include homing missiles, bubble shields,
laser beams, and many more. It is an exciting game that is challenging but also fair. It is your job to restore peace and prosperity
to galaxy X and defeat the Tyrannical Empire. Only the true heroes will prevail from this bullet hell!!!!! Instructions to play: F

key to fire weapons and arrow keys to move ship. Enjoy!!!!!
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the map is bugged. As a crawler\/rpg its a great game, great story and amazing graphics. As an RTS its in the top 3 worst ive
ever played. There is just too much going on at once that you lose track of champions, units, and other played objects. The
resource system is absolutely le garbage, and over complicated for the sort of AI you go against at Normal+. The enemy having
a seemingly endless supply of both resources and units and as soon as a main army is moved from one base, the enemy attacks in
three times the units you just slew. Enemies are dmg sponges and all these combined made it an absolutely terrible and boring
experience for me. 2\/10 as an RTS, 8\/10 as an rpg\/dungeon crawler.. I've put in a good amount of hours on this game. It's
interesting at first, but it quickly becomes repetetive. The entire premise of the game: Grow/acquire cells. That's it. No depth.
No massive strategy. It's grow-and-conquer. If you're not fast enough at circling your antibodies and getting them to beef up
your cell, you won't be able to get anywhere. Eventually, it's about overwhelming your computer opponents with the number of
cells/antibodies.

Some levels have a bug that allegedly was fixed in a prior patch but still persists -- your cell(s) can get stuck in the cell walls.
Ditto for opponent's cells. Sometimes your cells will overlay with another cell, and you can't click either. If your cell gets stuck
in a wall/overlayed, you can't move, you can't send out antibodies, you have to restart the level. This makes for an infuriating
gameplay, especially at higher levels. I've lost several games in one high level because my cell keeps getting stuck in cell walls.

Responsivity of the cells: You will click and point for your cel to move. Nope! The cell likes to make up its own mind if it may
or may not move. Same for the antibodies. They'll move when you don't want them to, or they'll not move when you've given
them an order. This bug appears about ten percent of the time in any level.

Finally, the game only has so many levels. There's no random 'map' or unlimited play. Once you win the game, that's it. You're
done. You can restart, but, what's the point now that you know how to win every map?

I'd like to recommend the game, but the bugs and repetition aren't worth it.. I had a lot of fun with this game and it is certainly
your money's worth. The story is intriguing and the characters are likable (well, there is one exception, but even he is well-
rounded as a character). The sex is a nice bonus as well >u>

Story & Characters- 7\/10
As I mentioned, the story has an intriguing plot with likable characters. The writing is solid and well done, I did find a few
minor grammar issues, but nothing that the player can't extrapolate for themselves and only occurred once or twice within the
whole game. Admittedly, I wish there was more romance throughout the whole game. The plot does come together nicely with
happy endings should the player reach the good ends. The characters are well written, though I am left wanting more of some of
the love interests. As other reviews have already mentioned, there's a negative bias towards a certain one ^^;

Art- 7\/10
The art is very nice, but I do wish it was more consistent! You could really see the difference in art and coloring style as artists
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are swapped between sprites and the CGs. I don't really mind if there's a difference between sprite and CG, but seeing such
differences between CGs leaves me a bit disjointed.

Gameplay- 5\/10
Okay, it's a visual novel, I'm expecting a lot of click to continue! I don't mind that, that's what I'm here to play for! The
minigames are also nice, but one does put you in an infinite loop if you get it wrong so... regardless of whether that was planned
I feel like that's a bit mean to the player. There is also an illusion of choice regarding one character and while I don't necessarily
mind that, my problem is that the bad end occurs waaay into the game rather than instant and there's no way out. Luckily, I did
that in my second pass and was able to skip through a lot of text, but I can see it being frustrating for players that wound up on
this route first.

Misc. Comments-
-Really love having the options for top\/bottom\/skip.
-While the voice acting was good, it was jarring to have some scenes voiced and others not. I think in the future if a game
couldn't be fully voiced, possibly go with just partial voicing (groans, chuckles, sighs, etc.).
-The aesthetic appears to be steampunk, but I think I'd categorize the story itself as cyberpunk.
-In comparison to Ertal's other game, A Hand in the Darkness, I think I liked A Hand in the Darkness more simply because it
was more romantic. However, I think the characters of Chasing the Stars are...better people. So I guess it weighs out?? ^^;

All in all, it's a good game with a good story. I'm looking forward to anything else Ertal develops! (oops, this got really long;; )
. For its price it's worth it. Lots of fun to be had in MP and SP (hell, its SP campaign is 2x as long as CoD:Ghost's and it only
costs 1/6th, but then there's the difference in release dates). It takes some time to get used to, but vehicular battles and combat
on feet are both well done in this game. If you're into BF or CoD-esque games anyway, this game is easily worth its price.. I
really enjoyed it. The music was great and the visuals kept me in the feeling.. I enjoyed this game, but I want other to know
exactly how it runs on my Win 8 so as not to be disappointed. Not sure if the upcoming patch fixes the issues, hope it does, I
was able to finish the game, but at the end was not able to see the final cutscene or whatever was supposed to be there as the
game crashed. Again. i clicked next maybe that was the mistake. Queueing tasks is confusing and resulted in me clicking until
smth got done.
Moreover, none of the 2 available achievements worked for me, but I understand these 2 are just for test and the real
achievements are coming with the next patch; however i've finished the game and it does not make a difference for me as I am
not playing the game again just for the sake of the achievements.
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Just started playing the game, and I'm already quite disappointed.

It has a very lazy feeling to it. Like it was some weekend\/hackathon project that dev decided to publish, and earn some quick
buck.

As per usual in these games, there's no tutorial or learning curve whatsoever. Game's glitchy and underwhelming. UI is non-
existant (you really don't understand what you're doing for, like, first 5-10 minutes). Graphics are so-so, effects and sounds are
dull and repetitive (muted the game after playing around 15 minutes).

Overall, I wouldn't recommend buying it right now. If dev would work hard (and I mean, really hard) on it for the next 6-7
months, it may become playable, or even interesting. As for now -- avoid it, it's unplayable for now.. Of course left is right and
right is left when you flip things upside down~

For a fast paced game like this, the keyboard controls aren't sensitive enough so using a controller would be better. If you've
ever played Super Hexagon or The Impossible Game then yeah, it's kinda like that. Also you have to collect the orange blocks or
your score doesn't go up and you can't advance to the next level.

I hate this game already. 10/10 will play again.. The Visual Novel World End Economica surprised me quite a bit, it is one of
those rare reads where the hero is a businessman that specializes in stocks, he is a master at reading stocks and companies. He
lives in a city on the moon which is a nation on its own, but where government have almost no say in anything, it is an economic
free zone, it is a bit like early US, and Hong Kong used to be and to some degree still is. It tells his story his downs and ups and
about his dream, and how he works towards his goal using his brains. There is some religious elements thrown in there, but
fortunately they are minor. The focus is on the hero and how he fights to achieve his dreams and for what he believes in using
his brains. Towards the end I expected to be majorly dissapointed, but was positively surprised. Do not want to say to much in
case one are interested in reading it. But for a non Objectivist book it was a pretty great read, and a fresh breath compared to all
the other out there were people such as he are always the bad guys.. Creating account doesn't work, after creating from the
cherry website and logging in, game doesn't work.
"A Hero Is Born. You are now ready for battle!" - I wanted to be ready the very first time I launch or created an account.... The
Hero is born and is now dead.

I did play DN before it was released on Steam, worked fine before but now I give up all hope on trying to play this game
again.... I first played this game at Gamescom. After that i followed it for a while. The devs are very active and listen to their
community. This game is perfect for chill evenings with friends. The controls are a bit tricky, but if you play it for a while you
can get very good at it. I really like Tiny Tanks.
Rounds can end in 10 seconds or you can fight until the whole map is a mess.
Yeah, it's "very" early access, yeah, there are bugs. If you play with people from across the world you will encounter warping.
Give the devs a little more time and this game will be a must have for every gaming night.. This is a neutral review. A "Buy on
Sale" suggestion.

Even though the gameplay feels actually good compared to the previous Milestone titles, usually very mediocre, most tracks are
so generic and boring that they seems to be "random generated".

Beside two particular tracks, Iron Mine and Frozen Peak (which are fun and different), and just a few of realistic circuits, the
rest of the off-road experience - which is the core of the game - is very dull. Plenty of generic open spaces and very large roads
gives the player no potential for errors, even on the hardest difficulty.
Even though they went for the arcade route, these open tracks doesn't offer anything particularly arcade. No interesting curves,
no serious jumps, no technical passages (like GRID or Sega Rally did). They seems to be designed literally on-the-fly, while
trying to connect three random points on the map (Namibia is the worst offender).

Even though it may be enjoyable sometimes, I can't stop thinking about how it would have been if they had actually chosen a
path for this game. Sometimes seems like they want to pretend it's realistic, with real drivers and stadiums, while sometimes
they realize it's just an arcade, but in both cases they really never explore the path, leaving behind a disappointing experience.

It surely plays well, as opposed as some WRC games, but if we mix it with the poor design of most tracks and few bugs who will
suddendly send your car spinning like crazy, it doesn't justify the high price tag of the game.
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P.S.
The campaign last around 9-10 hours, multiplayer excluded, which may be an issue for some people.. THE SCREEN IS PINK
SO I CANT SEE A THING. NOT RECOMMENDED, unless you know how to use the game.
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